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Abstract. We study the control reachability problem in the Dolev-Yao
model of cryptographic protocols when principals are represented by tail
recursive processes with generated names. We propose a conservative
approximation of the problem by reduction to a non-standard collapsed
operational semantics and we introduce checkable syntactic conditions
entailing the equivalence of the standard and the collapsed semantics.
Then we introduce a conservative and decidable set-based analysis of the
collapsed operational semantics and we characterize a situation where
the analysis is exact.
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1

Introduction

We study the control reachability problem for cryptographic protocols in the
Dolev-Yao model [DY83] which is nowadays a widely used model abstracting
the behaviour of cryptographic functions.
Most cryptographic protocols are programs of ﬁnite length without loops
and then the control reachability problem can be solved in nptime [ALV01,
RT01]. However, these ﬁnite programs usually can be executed any number of
times in diﬀerent sessions. In every session a participant may generate fresh
names representing, e.g., nonces or keys. A number of attacks are then possible
relying on messages exchanged in previous or parallel sessions. Unfortunately,
introducing recursive behaviours in cryptographic protocols leads quickly to an
undecidable veriﬁcation problem.
It has been observed by Durgin et al. [DLMS99] that name generation leads
to undecidability of control reachability even when the height of the messages
considered is bounded. When name generation is not allowed then the control
reachability problem is still undecidable in general, and decidable in certain particular cases allowing a limited use of the pairing construct (also known as pingpong protocols; see [DEK82]). To complete this picture, we show in [AC02] that
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the control reachability problem is undecidable without pairs and with bounded
height messages when name generation is allowed.
It then appears that in order to obtain a decidable class of protocols we have
to further restrict the use of name generation. The approach we explore in this
paper is to bound the number of parallel sessions generating new names. This
entails that there is a bound on the number of fresh names ‘used’ at any time
by the principals.
Technically, we will concentrate on tail-recursive processes including an operation of name generation. In the standard operational semantics, whenever
we execute a name generation instruction νc , we associate to c a fresh constant. Thus, during the execution the name c may get assigned constants from a
countable set C0 , C1 , C2 , . . . In this paper, we introduce a non-standard collapsed
operational semantics for name generation whose intuition is as follows: when
a principal starts a new session a name generated in the session gets assigned
a new constant while names generated in previous sessions are collapsed to an
old constant. Thus a name generator νc operates over the ﬁnite set of constants
{C old , C new }.
In our formal model, looping back models starting a new session. Then the
collapsed semantics is a partial formalization of the idea that names generated in
previous sessions can be confused. We note that the logical length of a session can
be suitably adapted by unfolding the program. 1 As long as the behaviour of principals does not depend on name inequality, the collapsed semantics ‘simulates’
the standard one, i.e., reachability of a control point in the standard semantics
implies reachability of the same control point in the concrete one. Moreover, we
introduce checkable syntactic conditions that guarantee the equivalence of the
standard and the collapsed semantics (section 2).
Next, we provide a set-based analysis of the collapsed semantics. From an
algorithmic point of view, the fact that the collapsed semantics operates over a
ﬁnite signature is exploited to associate to a system of processes Eq a system of
set constraints ΦEq such that the reachability of a control state in Eq implies the
nonemptiness of a distinguished variable in the least solution of ΦEq . It turns
out that the set constraints generated are a variant of those studied in [CP97,
TDT00] so that the nonemptiness problem can be solved by a suitable adaptation
of standard techniques (section 3). In particular, we give a general construction
that handles the renaming operators introduced by the collapsed semantics and
we point out a ‘linear’ subclass of deﬁnite set constraints that can be solved in
ptime.
In section 4, we characterize a situation –without name generation– where the
set based analysis is exact and obtain a new decidable class of cryptographic protocols with a complexity ranging between simple and double exponential time.
With name generation, the set-based analysis is conservative but not necessarily
exact. In practice, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd examples where the loss of precision is
1

Clearly, if we adopted iteration rather than tail recursion, then it would be more
diﬃcult to design a sensible collapsed semantics; as shown by Stoller [Sto99] an
attack may require exponentially many parallel sessions.
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essential; an artiﬁcial example is given in section 4. A long version of this paper
is available as a research report [AC02]: it includes all the proofs that have to be
omitted here for lack of space and it also illustrates how our model can be used
to formalize the standard property of secrecy as well as a more elusive property
of freshness.
Related work We restrict our attention to authors who considered fully automatic
methods to prove correctness of recursive cryptographic protocols in the DolevYao model.
Monniaux [Mon99] introduces tree automata (which are related to set-constraints) to represent the knowledge of the adversary. In his study, he restricts his
attention to protocols without recursion, but the approach has been generalized
to handle recursion by the following authors. He already notices the lack of
precision of the set based analysis pointed out in example 2.
At about the same time, Weidenbach [Wei99] applies the Spass theorem
prover to the analysis of a protocol by Neuman and Stubblebine. He reduces the
veriﬁcation problem to a proof search in monadic Horn clauses (again related
to set-constraints). There is no general guarantee of termination for his method
but some decidable subclasses are pointed out. Name generation is modelled by
skolemisation –looking at the name generator as an existential– but no result is
reported on the soundness or completeness of this modelling with respect to a
standard operational semantics of name generation.
Later, Genet and Klay [GK00] and Goubault [Gou00] also rely on tree automata to produce a conservative approximation of cryptographic protocols.
Genet and Klay consider a rather rough approximation where every action can
be performed at any time and point out in their conclusion the need for a reﬁned
analysis of the control (a programme we carry on to some extent here). Goubault
proposes to approximate a name generator by a superset of all values that it can
generate in a run (which is quite diﬀerent from the collapsed semantics studied
here). In these two papers, no deﬁnite analysis is given of the complexity and
the precision of the approximation schema.
Finally, Comon et al. [CCM01] introduce a special class of tree automata
with memory that allows to decide in Dexptime secrecy properties for a class of
cryptographic protocols strictly containing the ping-pong protocols. This work
does not cover the notion of name generation and the class of protocols considered is incomparable with the one considered in theorem 4; their class goes
beyond regular tree languages but, because of the so called basicness condition,
only particular input ﬁlters are admitted.

2

Model

We begin by recalling the basic assumptions in the Dolev-Yao model (section 2.1). Then we introduce a particular family of tail recursive processes, their
operational semantics, and the related control reachability problem (section 2.2).
We propose a certain number of syntactic conditions and exhibit related fragments of the model where the control reachability problem is still undecidable
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(section 2.3). Finally, we deﬁne a collapsed semantics simulating the standard
one and determine a checkable condition where the collapsed semantics is precise
(section 2.4).
2.1

The Dolev-Yao Model

We recall that in the Dolev-Yao model communications are mediated by an
adversary that can analyse the messages exchanged and synthesize new ones.
To represent the set of messages we assume an inﬁnite set of constants N and
consider terms over the (inﬁnite) signature Σ = N ∪ {E 2 ,  , 2 }. Thus we have
two binary constructors: E for encryption and  ,  for pairing.
We use the following standard notation: x, y, . . . for (term) variables; V for
the set of variables; TΣ (V ) for the collection of ﬁnite terms over Σ ∪ V ; t, t , . . .
for terms in TΣ (V ); t for vectors of terms; [t/x] for the substitution of t for x.
We denote with Var(t) the variables occurring in the term t.
The set of messages M is deﬁned as the least set that contains N and such
that: (1) if t ∈ M and t ∈ N then E(t, t ) ∈ M and (2), if t, t ∈ M then
t, t  ∈ M.
We abbreviate a message E(· · · E(t, Dn ), . . . , D1 ) with D1 · · · Dn t thus regarding nested encryptions as words. The functions S for synthesis and A for
analysis are closure operators over the power set of messages M deﬁned as follows:
• S(T ) is the least set that contains T and such that: (1) if t1 , t2 ∈ S(T ) then
t1 , t2  ∈ S(T ) and (2) if t1 ∈ S(T ), t2 ∈ T ∩ N then E(t1 , t2 ) ∈ S(T ).
• A(T ) is the least set that contains T and such that: (1) if t1 , t2  ∈ A(T )
then ti ∈ A(T ), i = 1, 2 and (2) if E(t1 , t2 ) ∈ A(T ), t2 ∈ A(T ) ∩ N then t1 ∈
A(T ).
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we restrict our attention to symmetric
encryption where encryption and decryption keys coincide and moreover we make
the rather standard assumption that keys are atomic names, i.e., a pair or an
encrypted message cannot be used as a key. However, our results are not strictly
dependent on these hypotheses and we expect that they can been adapted to,
e.g., public keys and complex symmetric keys.
2.2

Tail-Recursive Processes

In a message, it is useful to distinguish between data and key positions.
Definition 1. Let u, v be variables or constants and let t ∈ TΣ (V ) be a term.
We deﬁne two predicates Occ Data (u, t) and Occ Key (u, t) that are satisﬁed if u
occurs in t in Data or Key position, respectively:
(1) Occ Data (u, u),
(2) Occ Data (u, t1 , t2 ) if
(3) Occ Data (u, E(t, v)) if
(4) Occ Key (u, t1 , t2 ) if
(5) Occ Key (u, E(t, v)) if

Occ Data (u, ti ), i = 1 or i = 2,
Occ Data (u, t).
Occ Key (u, ti ), i = 1 or i = 2,
u = v or Occ Key (u, t).
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Remark 1. Note that u may occur in t without occurring in either data or key
position. This may happen only when no ground instance of t can produce a
message, i.e., when t contains a subterm E(t1 , t2 ) and t2 is neither a constant
nor a variable. Note also that we cannot syntactically outlaw such terms since
they may be created from correct messages by communication, e.g., E(t1 , t2 )
may be created from E(t1 , x) by a communication that assigns the term t2 to
the variable x.
We ﬁx a ﬁnite system Eq of k equations:
Ai = νci Qi where Qi ≡?ti1 .!si1 . . .?tili .!sili .Ai for i = 1, . . . , k, li ≥ 1

(1)

with distinct process identiﬁers Ai , i = 1, . . . , k and where Ai is either Ai or
a special state err. The following deﬁnitions of conﬁguration and reduction will
refer to this system. The intuitive semantics is as follows: Ai generates a vector
of fresh names ci (this models the generation of fresh nonces or keys), it engages
in an alternating sequence of input-output where it receives messages of the
shape tij and emits messages of the shape sij , and ﬁnally either it loops back or it
reaches an erroneous state. Example 1 shows how to translate a usual protocol
description into such a system of equations. In general, we would introduce one
equation for each participant and each role it plays in a protocol. If an arbitrary
number of participants is allowed then a preliminary phase of abstraction is
needed.
We will say that the terms tij are ﬁlters and deﬁne the ﬁlter variables as

Var (tih ) .
FVar (tij ) = Var (tij )\
h=1,...,j−1

Similarly, the key variables are deﬁned by KVar(sij ) = {z ∈ Var (sij ) |
Occ Key (z, sij )}.
We suppose that there is always a ground instance of the terms tij , sij that can
produce a message. If such a ground instance does not exist, then the thread will
be blocked at the occurrence of the term, and an equivalent system is obtained
by inserting at a corresponding position a ﬁlter which can be never satisﬁed.
The ﬁlters tij must correspond to a combination of projections and decryptions. For this purpose, we require that ﬁlter variables occur in data position.
Namely, if x ∈ FVar (tij ) then x must occur in tij in data position (cf. deﬁnition 1).
This condition forbids, e.g., to set ti1 = E(x, y), which in the operational semantics presented below would allow a principal to decrypt an encrypted message
without knowing the key.
Finally, we require that the variables in an output are contained in the variables of the preceding input, i.e., Var (sij ) ⊆ FVar (tij ). We will see next that
there is no loss of generality in this assumption.
We now turn to the formal operational semantics. For every vector of generated names νci , i = 1, . . . , k in Eq, we reserve the vectors of distinct constants:
new , C j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . .
C old
i , Ci
i
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We assume that no confusion arises with constants appearing in Eq or with
constants related to another thread. We will see that the standard semantics of
name generation relies only on the constants C ji , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . while the colnew
.
lapsed semantics presented in section 2.4 will rely on the constants C old
i , Ci
We say that a thread P relates to the equation Ai = νci Qi if P is either Ai or
an instance of ?tij .!sij . . .?tili .!sili .Ai , j ≥ 1.
Definition 2 (standard configuration). A standard conﬁguration is a pair
(R, T ) where:
• R ≡ (P1 , n1 ) | · · · | (Pk , nk ) is the parallel composition of k pairs composed of
a thread Pi relating to the ith equation and a counter ni .
• T is a ﬁnite set of messages representing the knowledge of the adversary,
new
, C ji for i = 1, . . . , k and j > ni do not
and such that the constants C old
i , Ci
occur in (R, T ).
We assume that parallel composition is associative and commutative and feel
free to write R as (Pi , ni ) | R , where R might be empty.
Definition 3 (standard reduction). We deﬁne a reduction relation on standard conﬁgurations as follows:
(unfold)
(i/o)
where:

→ ((σini +1 Qi , ni + 1) | R, T ),
(1)
((Ai , ni ) | R, T )
→ ((θP, ni ) | R, T ∪ {θs}),
(2)
((?t.!s.P, ni ) | R, T )
(1) σini +1 = [C ini +1 /ci ], (2) θt ∈ S(A(T )) and θs ∈ M .

The ﬁrst rule (unfold) expands the recursive deﬁnition, instantiates the generated names ci with fresh constants, and increments the related counter ni .
The second rule (i/o) inputs from the adversary a message θt matching a ﬁlter
and outputs a message θs. Note that if θs is not a message then the reduction
cannot take place. We can now state the control reachability problem.
Definition 4. We ﬁx R0 ≡ (A1 , 0) | · · · | (Ak , 0) as initial control, T0 = ∅
∗
∗
as initial knowledge of the adversary, and write (R0 , T0 ) → err if (R0 , T0 ) →




((err, n) | R , T ) for some n, R , T . The control reachability problem amounts to
∗
determine whether (R0 , T ) → err.
2.3

Undecidable Fragments

It is convenient to introduce some syntactic transformations that do not aﬀect
the control reachability problem. Consider a thread A = νc ?t1 .!s1 . . .?tn .!sn .Ai
and suppose si is the ﬁrst output that depends on ﬁlter variables of t1 , . . . , ti−1 ,
say x1 , . . . , xi−1 . If d ≡ d1 , . . . , dj and x ≡ x1 , . . . , xj then d · x stands
for d1 x1 , . . . , dj xj  ≡ E(x1 , d1 ), . . . , E(xj , dj ). With this convention, we can
rewrite the thread as
A = νc νd1 , . . . , di−1 ?t1 .!s1 , d1 · x1 . . . .
?ti−1 .!si−1 , di−1 · xi−1 .
?ti , d1 · y 1 , . . . , di−1 · y i−1 ![y 1 , . . . , y i−1 /x1 , . . . , xi−1 ]si . . . .
?tn .!sn .Ai
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where dj , y j are fresh. In other terms, we store under the fresh keys dj the
parameters xj and retrieve them again in the ﬁlter just preceding the output si .
By iterating this transformation, we obtain an equivalent thread satisfying the
condition Var (sj ) ⊆ FVar (tj ).
Repeated outputs ?t.!s1 .!s2 can be encoded as ?t.!s1 .?x.!s2 with x fresh. Repeated inputs ?t1 .?t2 .!s can be encoded as ?t1 .!t0 .?t2 .!s where t0 is a term in
the initial knowledge. We will also write ?t1 .!s1 . . .?tn .!sn .0 to indicate that the
thread stops at point 0. This can be encoded by inserting at the place of 0 a ﬁlter
that can never be passed. Finally, we may generate names during a session as in
. . .?t.!s.νc ?t .!s . . . . which is equivalent to generate them at the very beginning.
Next we introduce four syntactic conditions on the system Eq. We anticipate
that the syntactic transformations we have presented above can be performed
while satisfying these conditions.
Definition 5 (variable dependency). We say that the variables x and y are
dependent in a term t if for some C there exists a subterm E(t , C) of t with
two distinct occurrences of x and y (x depends on itself if it occurs twice in t ).
Otherwise, we say that x and y are independent in t.
Definition 6 (syntactic conditions). The system Eq satisﬁes the:
(1) linearity condition if the ﬁlters tij are linear, i.e., each variable in FVar (tij )
occurs exactly once in tij .
(2) locality condition if the ﬁlters tij do not depend on previous ﬁlter variables,
i.e., Var (tij ) = FVar (tij ).
(3) independence condition if for every i/o action ?t.!s, assuming η : KVar(s)
→ N is any assignment and s1 , . . . , sm  ≡ ηs the following holds for l =
1, . . . , m: either (i) $Var (sl ) ≤ 1, or (ii) sl is a linear term and the variables
Var (sl ) are independent in ηt.
(4) data or key condition if every generated name occurs in the related thread
either in data or key position (but not both, cf. deﬁnition 1), and moreover, if at
least one generated name occurs in data position then every variable occurring
in a ﬁlter can only occur in the related thread in data position.2
Conditions (1–3) are partially motivated by the following undecidability result whose proof is based on a rather direct encoding of 2-counter machines.
Conditions (1–3) will also play a role in the complexity and precision of the
set-based analysis. Moreover, conditions (1–2) together with condition (4) will
be used in section 2.4 to characterize the precision of the collapsed semantics.
2

The restriction that ﬁlter variables occur only in data position is needed to avoid
that a principal uses generated nonces as keys. The condition could be omitted if we
included in the model a typing mechanism to distinguish nonces from keys.
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Example 1. An example of cryptographic protocol satisfying all the four syntactic conditions in deﬁnition 6 is the Andrew Secure RPC Protocol from [CJ97]
(1) A → B : A, E(N a, Kab)
(2) B → A : E(N a + 1, N b, Kab)
(3) A → B : E(N b + 1, Kab)
(4) B → A : E(K  ab, N  b, Kab)
We do not have addition in our syntax, but we take x + 1 as an abbreviation for
x, 1 where 1 is a constant symbol. Thus, we can model the protocol with the
following two equations (note that the only variables here are x, y, z and w):

A2 = νnb , kab
, nb
A1 = νna
(1) !A, E(na , Kab ).
(1) ?A, E(x, Kab ).
(2) ?E(na + 1, y, Kab ). (2) !E(x + 1, nb , Kab )).
(3) !E(y + 1, Kab ).
(3) ?E(nb + 1, Kab ).

, nb , Kab ).A2
(4) ?E(z, w, Kab ).A1 (4) !E(kab

Other examples include a series of Woo and Lam Π protocols in [CJ97, section
6.3.10].
Theorem 1 (undecidability). There are encodings of 2-counter machines
showing that violation of one of the conditions linearity, locality, independence is suﬃcient for the undecidability of the control reachability problem.
Remark 2. If we assume the data or key condition then theorem 1 still holds.
Moreover, if we violate the independence condition then undecidability does
not rely on name generation.
2.4

Collapsed Semantics

We introduce the notion of collapsed conﬁguration and reduction mimicking
deﬁnitions 2 and 3.
Definition 7 (collapsed configuration). A collapsed conﬁguration is a pair
(R, T ) where:
• R is the parallel composition of k threads P1 | · · · | Pk with Pi relating to
the ith equation,
• T is a ﬁnite set of messages representing the knowledge of the adversary,
and such that the constants C ji for i = 1, . . . , k do not occur in (R, T ).
Definition 8 (collapsed reduction). We deﬁne a reduction relation on collapsed conﬁgurations as follows:
(unfold) (Ai | R, T ) → (σinew Qi | σiold R , σiold T ),
new
if σinew = [C new
/ci ] and σiold = [C old
]
i
i /C i
(i/o)
(?t.!s.P | R, T ) → (θP | R, T ∪ {θs}), if θt ∈ S(A(T )) and θs ∈ M .
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The notion of control reachability for collapsed conﬁgurations is an immediate adaptation of deﬁnition 4. Without name generation the collapsed semantics
coincides with the standard semantics and therefore it follows from the remark 2
that the control reachability problem for the collapsed semantics is also undecidable in general.
We want to relate the control reachability problem for standard and collapsed
conﬁgurations. Given any standard conﬁguration (R, T ) where R ≡ (P1 , n1 ) |
· · · | (Pk , nk ) we deﬁne a substitution τR as follows:
 new
if j = ni
Ci
τR (C ji ) =
C old
if j < ni .
i
We extend the deﬁnition of τR to standard conﬁgurations as follows:
τR (R, T ) = (τR P1 | · · · | τR Pk , τR T ) .
We can prove the following proposition by case analysis on the reduction rules.
Proposition 1 (simulation). Let (R, T ) be a standard conﬁguration.
(1) If (R, T ) → (R1 , T1 ) then τR (R, T ) → τR1 (R1 , T1 ).
∗

∗

(2) If ((A1 , 0) | · · · | (Ak , 0), T0 ) → err then (A1 | · · · | Ak , T0 ) → err.
Next, we analyse the impact of the syntactic conditions on the precision of
the collapsed semantics.
Proposition 2. There are examples showing that the violation of one of the
conditions linearity, locality, data or key is suﬃcient to compromise
the precision of the collapsed semantics (even when condition independence is
satisﬁed).
On the other hand, if the three conditions hold then the control reachability problem in the collapsed semantics is equivalent to the control reachability
problem in the standard one.
Theorem 2 (precision of collapsed semantics). Suppose the system Eq satisﬁes conditions linearity, locality, and data or key. Then ((A1 , 0) | · · · |
∗
∗
(Ak , 0), T0 ) → err iﬀ (A1 | · · · | Ak , T0 ) → err.
Another way to obtain the precision of the collapsed semantics, which was
suggested to us by Y. Lakhnech, is to restrict our attention to tail-recursive processes that publish at the end of the session the names generated at its beginning.
We say that the system Eq satisﬁes the condition publish if in the system (1)
the Qi ’s have the shape ?ti1 .!si1 . . .?x.!ci .Ai .
Proposition 3. Suppose the system Eq satisﬁes conditions linearity, locality, and publish. Then the collapsed semantics is precise in the sense of theorem 2.
The condition publish allows to get rid of the restrictive condition data or
key. On the other hand, this condition puts the burden on the protocol which
has to resist attacks coming from the publication of ‘old’ names.
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Set Based Analysis

In this section we perform an analysis based on set constraints of the control
reachability problem in the collapsed semantics. In section 3.1 we introduce a
particular family of set constraints tailored to our needs, in section 3.2 we show
how to generate them, and in section 3.3 we explain how to solve them.
3.1

A Family of Set Constraints

We will use a class of set constraints very close to deﬁnite set constraints with
membership expressions [HJ90, CP97, TDT00], but there are few diﬀerences.
First, we do not allow any expressions except variables on the right-hand side of
inclusion, which is quite usual in set based program analysis [HJ94]; therefore,
we are not interested in testing satisﬁability but in computing the least solution
(such constraints are always satisﬁable—a trivial solution is a valuation assigning
the set of all terms to each variable). Second, we use conditional inclusions of the
form if ne(S) then S  ⊆ X. This is not an essential extension since the emptiness
test is an inherent part of every set constraint solving algorithm. Moreover, in
a setting with more complicated expressions on the right-hand side of inclusion,
such conditional inclusion is equivalent to f (S, S  ) ⊆ f (S, X). Third, we use
membership expressions as in [TDT00]. A not surprising, but probably new
observation here is that if the formulas in the set comprehension part of these
expressions are all linear then set constraints can be solved in polynomial time
(see theorem 3(2)). Finally, we use a novel operation of renaming needed in the
representation of the unfolding rule of the collapsed semantics (deﬁnition 8).
To our knowledge, this operation was not present in any previous work on set
constraints.
Syntax of Set Constraints We assume that a ﬁnite signature Σ = {f, . . .}
of function symbols is given. Every function symbol has a ﬁxed arity; symbols
of arity 0 are also called constants and denoted with c, . . . We will use a set of
individual variables V = {x, y, . . .} ranging over terms from TΣ and a set of set
variables Ξ = {X, Y, . . .} ranging over sets of terms 2TΣ .
Set expressions are given by the grammar:
S ::= X | f (S1 , . . . , Sn ) | {x | t ∈ S} | σS,
where X ranges over Ξ and f over n-ary function symbols from Σ. The metavariable t ranges over linear terms in TΣ (V ) and may contain individual variables
possibly diﬀerent from x. The hypothesis that terms are linear can be removed
at the price of an increase in the complexity of the solving algorithm (see [CP97,
TDT00]).
The renaming operator σ is a substitution of the form [c /c ] that replaces
all occurrences of constant symbols from c with a respective symbol in c . To
ensure termination of the solving algorithm we assume that all renamings here
are idempotent (σσ = σ) and commutative (σσ  = σ  σ) and come from a ﬁnite
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set Sub, so that a composition of renamings can be canonically represented by
a subset of Sub taking conventionally the identity if the subset is empty. The
assumption that the renamings operate on constant symbols is not essential—an
extension to other function symbols is straightforward.
Set constraints are:

ne(Si ) then S ⊆ X | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 .
Φ ::= S ⊆ X | if
i

As is usual, we identify a conjunction of constraints with the set of all conjuncts.
We will require that for every inclusion S ⊆ X in all subexpressions {x | t ∈ S  }
of S, the variable x occurs in the term t (this requirement is not essential, but
it allows to avoid special rules in table 2 for handling the set of all terms). We
will not require this in subexpressions of ne(S).
Semantics of Set Constraints A valuation α : Ξ → 2TΣ is a mapping assigning sets of ground terms to set variables. The semantics of set expressions
relative to a valuation α is deﬁned recursively as follows.
[[X]]α = α(X)
[[f (S1 , . . . , Sn )]]α = {f (t1 , . . . , tn ) | t1 ∈ [[S1 ]]α , . . . , tn ∈ [[Sn ]]α }
[[{x | t ∈ S}]]α = {t ∈ TΣ | {y} = Var (t)\{x} and ∃ s [t /x, s/y]t ∈ [[S]]α }
[[σS]]α = {σt | t ∈ [[S]]α } .
We note that if x does not occur in t and there is an instance of t in [[S]]α then
[[{x | t ∈ S}]]α is the set of all terms TΣ . Similarly, if x does not occur in t and
there is no instance of t in [[S]]α then [[{x | t ∈ S}]]α is the empty set.
A valuation α is a solution of a constraint Φ if for all conjuncts S ⊆ X in Φ
we have [[S]]α ⊆ α(X), and for all conjuncts if ∧i ne(S i ) then S  ⊆ X we have
[[S  ]]α ⊆ α(X) whenever [[Si ]]α = ∅ for all i.
Obviously every constraint Φ is satisﬁable—a trivial solution is a valuation
assigning TΣ to each variable (under this valuation each inclusion just expresses
that a given set is a subset of the universe). In the following we want to ﬁnd
the least solution of a given constraint Φ. This least solution may be deﬁned
inductively by:
∅,
α0 (X) = 
αi+1 (X) =  {[[S]]αi | S ⊆ X ∈ Φ or (if ne(∧j Sj ) then S ⊆ X ∈ Φ, [[Sj ]]αi = ∅)},
α(X)
= i∈N αi (X) .
3.2

Constraints Generation

Here we show how to generate set constraints from a system Eq satisfying the
conditions linearity, locality, and independence. We prove that the generated constraints give a conservative approximation of the protocols. 3
3

The method can be generalized to protocols not satisfying the conditions above. To
this end, it seems natural to rely on non-linear constraints in order to limit the loss
of precision. In this case the constraints can be solved in Dexptime.
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Under the syntactic conditions above a control state is a process R that can be
decomposed in P1 | · · · | Pk so that Pi is either Ai or err or σinew (?tij .!sij . . .?tili .!sili ).
Ai . For a system of k threads each comprising n i/o alternations there are at
most (n+2)k control states and for a reachable collapsed conﬁguration (R, T ), R
is always a control state.
For every control state R we introduce a set variable TR . Intuitively it will
represent (an approximation of) the knowledge of the adversary at this control
point, so for any reachable conﬁguration (R, T ) the variable TR will contain the
set S(A(T )). Moreover, we introduce a set variable Terr that will be empty if an
erroneous conﬁguration is not reachable.
Table 1 gives the rules to generate constraints. The rules are self-explanatory:
(init) is for the initial conﬁguration, (err) for determining Terr , (A1−3 ) and (S1−2 )
for analysis and synthesis, respectively. The rule (unfold) is for the unfolding
step. Here we note that every renaming occurring in the (unfold) constraint
new
], so for two diﬀerent renamings their domains are
is of the form [C old
i /C i
disjoint, and every domain is disjoint from any range. This gives idempotency and
commutativity as required. Finally, the (i/o1−2 ) rules cover the (i/o) reduction.
In these rules, we get rid of the key variables in the output by considering all their
possible instances (note that in the collapsed semantics the set N is ﬁnite). This
is conceptually simple but may lead to ineﬃciency. In practice, one can introduce
a limited form of intersection and write set expressions such as {xi | t ∈ X} ∩ N .

Table 1. Constraints generated
(init)
(err)
(A1 )
(A2 )
(A3 )
(S1 )
(S2 )
(unfold)
(i/o1 )
(i/o2 )
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

t ⊆ T R0
Terr|R ⊆ Terr
{x | x, y ∈ TR } ⊆ TR
{y | x, y ∈ TR } ⊆ TR
if ne({y | C ∈ TR }) then {x | E(x, C) ∈ TR } ⊆ TR
TR , TR  ⊆ TR
if ne({y | C ∈ TR }) then E(TR , C) ⊆ TR
σiold TAi |R ⊆ Tσinew Qi |R
if ne({y | ηt ∈ TR }) then TR ⊆ TR
if ne({y | ηt ∈ TR }) then [S /x](ηs) ⊆ TR

(R0 , T0 ) initial conﬁguration, t ∈ T0 .
err | R control state.
For all R control state and C ∈ N .
Ai | R control state.
R ≡?t.!s.R1 | R2 control state, R ≡ R1 | R2 ,
{x1 , . . . , xn } = Var (s)\KVar (s),
η : KVar (s) → N , Si ≡ {xi | ηt ∈ TR }.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(5)
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The set constraints provide a conservative approximation of the collapsed
semantics. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of the reduction
∗
(R0 , T0 ) → (R, T ). We will see in example 2 that due to the constraints generated by rule (i/o2 ) the analysis is not exact.
Proposition 4. Let α be a solution of the constraints generated according to
table 1. Then:
∗

(1) If (R0 , T0 ) → (R, T ) then S(A(T )) ⊆ α(TR ).
∗

(2) If (R0 , T0 ) → err then α(Terr ) = ∅.
3.3

Constraints Solving

We say that a constraint Φ is in a shallow form if in every expression of the form
f (S1 , . . . , Sn ), {x | t ∈ S} or σS occurring in Φ the expressions S, S1 , . . . , Sn are
set variables. Any set constraint can be transformed into an equivalent one in
shallow form by replacing every occurrence of a nested subexpression S with a
fresh set variable XS and adding a conjunct S ⊆ XS . For the rest of this section
we assume that all constraints are in shallow form.
Given a constraint Φ in shallow form over a set of variables Ξ and a set of
renamings Sub we construct a constraint Φ over a set of variables Ξ  = {(Y, u) |
Y ∈ Ξ, u ⊆ Sub} and an empty set of renamings. Thus if in Φ we have n variables
and k renaming we have n · 2k variables in Φ . If X = (Y, u) ∈ Ξ  and σ ∈ Sub
then X σ stands for (Y, u ∪ {σ}). Then Φ is obtained from Φ by ﬁrst replacing
all set variables Y by (Y, ∅) and then all set expressions σX by X σ . By this
construction we get rid of the set expressions σS and we will see that the least
solution of Φ when restricted to the variables (Y, ∅) gives the least solution of
Φ.
We say that a constraint Φ is in a solved form if all its conjuncts are of
the form f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ⊆ X. A constraint in a solved form can be seen as a
transition table of a tree automaton whose states are set variables. The least
solution of such a constraint is then a valuation that assigns to a variable X the
language recognized by this automaton with X as a ﬁnal state.
Our constraints solving algorithm applies the rules in table 2 starting from
Φ . Each consequence is an inclusion between two terms from a set of bounded
size; this is used to show the termination and to derive the upper bound. Then
given the initial constraint Φ we infer all consequences of Φ under the rules and
then simply remove all inclusions that are not in solved form.
Definition 9 (closed and solved form). For a constraint Φ we denote by
ΦC the least set of constraints that contains Φ and is closed under all rules in
table 2, and by ΦS the restriction of ΦC to the constraints in a solved form
f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ⊆ X.
Theorem 3. Let Φ be a linear constraint over Ξ, Sub and let Φ be the associated
constraint over Ξ  = Ξ × 2Sub .
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Table 2. Saturation rules for linear constraints

V
V

ne(Xi ) → ne(f (X1 , . . . , Xn ))
ne({x | ti ∈ Xi }), f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ⊆ X → ne({x | f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ X})
(provided f (t1 , . . . , tn ) occurs in Φ)
ne(S), S ⊆ X → ne(X)
ne(X) → ne({x | y ∈ X}) (y can be x)
S ⊆ X, X ⊆ Y → S ⊆ Y
{x | f (t1 , . . . , ti [x], . . . , tn ) ∈ X} ⊆ Y, f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ⊆ X →
if j=i ne({x | tj ∈ Xj }) then {x | ti [x] ∈ Xi } ⊆ Y
{x | x ∈ X} ⊆ Y → X ⊆ Y
i ne(Si ), if
i ne(Si ) then S ⊆ X → S ⊆ X
f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ⊆ X → σ(f )(X1σ , . . . , Xnσ ) ⊆ X σ
i
i

V

V

V

(1) The least solution of ΦS restricted to the variables (Y, ∅) of Ξ  is the least
solution of Φ.
(2) The least solution of Φ can be computed in time poly(n · 2k ) where n is the
size of Φ and k is the number of renaming operations in Φ.

4

Precision of the Set-Based Analysis

The use of the collapsed semantics and the related set-based analysis can be
applied to all protocols from [CJ97]. However, most of them violate at least one
of the conditions above (example 1 being an exception) and this leads to a loss of
precision either in the collapsed semantics or in set-based analysis. It turns out
that in general the set based analysis is not precise even under the four syntactic
conditions given in deﬁnition 6.
Example 2. Consider the initial knowledge T0 = {ABD, ACD} and the system
A1 =?Ax.!x.?By.?Cz.err .
The constraints generated do not express that after the ﬁrst ﬁlter is passed either
BD or CD are known but not both. Consequently, the following two ﬁlters are
passed and the erroneous state is reached.
An approach to the characterization of the set-based analysis is to look at
iterated threads without name generation. 4 A thread is iterated if a new copy of
the thread is spawned as soon as the ﬁrst input output action is performed. A
system Eq of k iterated threads is then formalized by k equations:5
Ai =?ti1 .!si1 .(Ai | (?ti2 .!si2 . . .?tili .!sili .U.))
4
5

(2)

With name generation a simple variant of the example 2 shows that precision is lost.
This formalization is equivalent to the standard notion of replication in π-calculus.
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where U can be either the terminated state 0 or the erroneous state err. Since
we do not have generated names, the transformation given
 in section 2.3 does
not apply and we just require that Var (sij ) is a subset of l≤j FVar (til ) rather
than of FVar (tij ).
It turns out that these programs can be ﬂattened so that each thread includes
just one alternation of input and output and it is thus expressed by a tail recursive
deﬁnition A =?t.!s.A. Thus the following theorem 4 is also a result about the
precision of the set based analysis for tail-recursive deﬁnitions without name
generation and with one alternation of input and output.
Definition 10. The system of iterated threads (2) satisﬁes, respectively, the
linearity and independence conditions if for all equations i = 1, . . . , k the
term ti1 , . . . , tili  is linear and the i/o action ?ti1 , . . . , tili .!si1 , . . . , sili  is independent in the sense of deﬁnition 6(3).
Theorem 4. Let n be the size of the system of iterated threads (2), c be the
number of diﬀerent keys, and k be the number of key variables. Suppose the
system satisﬁes the independence condition 10. Then the control reachability
problem is Dexptime-hard and decidable in time exp(n · ck ). Moreover, under
the additional linearity condition it is decidable in time poly(n · ck ).
We expect that the factor ck can be reduced, but the exponential blowup
in the non-linear case is unavoidable as we can reduce the satisfaction of unary
deﬁnite set constraints (see [CPT00]) to control reachability for the class of
iterated systems considered even when neither pairs nor key variables are used
(see [AC02] for details).
The upper bound relies on the ﬂattening transformation mentioned above. By
this transformation every input-output action can be repeated in every reachable
conﬁguration. This property coupled with the independence condition allows
to match the constraint generated by the rule (i/o2 ).
As a particular instance of this result, one can obtain yet another polynomial
time decision procedure for ping-pong protocols which satisfy linearity and
do not contain variables in key position (see [DEK82] and [ALV01] for another
decision procedure based on preﬁx-rewriting). Of course, the Dexptime lower
bound implies that the class of decidable protocols considered in the theorem 4
above is strictly more expressive than the class of ping-pong protocols.
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